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Tossups 

 

1. While visiting Rome, the skeptic Carneades gave a speech praising this concept, then gave a speech 

condemning it the next day. In a dialogue, the fact that nearsighted men are able to read faraway letters 

better after seeing them up close is used to defend a shift to discussing this concept in the soul’s larger 

“likeness,” the city. Book V (“five”) of Nicomachean Ethics compares the task of trimming a line segment to a 

type of this concept that is “corrective,” or “rectificatory.” (*) Thrasymachus defines this concept as the 

“advantage of the stronger” in a dialogue in which the question of whether this concept is good for its consequences 

or its own sake is raised by Glaucon. Aristotle introduced the “distributive” type of this concept. Plato’s Republic 

begins by trying to define, for 10 points, what quality of being fair and equal? 

ANSWER: justice [or being just; accept ius or dikaiosúnē or díkaios; accept more specific answers like distributive 

justice; prompt on virtue or goodness or word forms] 

<JS, Philosophy> 

 

2. At a Catholic school named for this place, Gloriosa shatters the head of a statue of the Virgin while trying 

to hammer off its nose in a novel by Scholastique Mukasonga. The drug-addled protagonist goes to live on 

this place after accidentally submitting an empty report to his boss in a novel set “Adrift” on it. While about 

to drown in this river, the narrator decides to live and cries, “Help! Help!” in the last sentence of a novel. The 

stories “The Doum Tree of (*) Wad Hamid” and “The Wedding of Zein” are set on this river, to which Mustafa 

Sa’eed returns in Tayeb Salih’s Season of Migration to the North. A city on this river is the setting of a series about 

the family of the authoritarian patriarch al-Sayyid Ahmad. For 10 points, what river runs by the city where Naguib 

Mahfouz set Palace Walk? 

ANSWER: the Nile River [accept Adrift on the Nile; accept Our Lady of the Nile or Notre Dame du Nil] 

<JB, World Literature> 

 

3. The book Exchanging Our Country Marks argues that slavers near this body of water heavily favored the 

Igbo over Angolans on plantations like Carter’s Grove. This body of water dominates 17th-century maps by 

Robert Tindall and the Bohemian explorer Augustine Herman. Fox-hunting settlers of this body of water 

broke treaties with the Yaocomico, Nanticoke, and Piscataway after the arrival of the (*) Ark and Dove. In 

1631, a new proprietary colony on this body of water disputed William Claiborne’s trading post on Kent Island. 

Soils around this body of water were depleted by Tidewater planters who grew Oronoco tobacco like their rivals, the 

Catholic Calvert family. For 10 points, a canal connected the Delaware River to what oyster-rich estuary that 

supported colonial Virginia and Maryland? 

ANSWER: Chesapeake Bay [accept James River or Potomac River or York River or Rappahannock River or 

Elk River; accept Virginian Sea; accept Chesapeake & Delaware Canal; prompt on Atlantic Ocean] 

<NJ, American History> 

 

4. Rem Koolhaas’s think tank AMO collaborated with this artist on a 2019 exhibition at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art titled “Figures of Speech.” As part of his “Queen Collection,” this artist collaborated with 

Nike to design an original outfit for Serena Williams to wear during the 2018 US Open. This designer, who 

famously quipped that a new design can be created by changing the original design by only three percent, 

created the cover art for (*) Jay-Z and Kanye West’s collaborative album Watch the Throne. Tributes claiming 

that this designer “was here” poured out worldwide after his 2021 death from heart cancer. Off-White was founded 



 

by, for 10 points, what Chicago-based fashion designer who, in 2018, became the first Black artistic director of 

Louis Vuitton? 

ANSWER: Virgil Abloh 

<WJ, Other Arts> 

 

5. This equation was the [emphasize] first application of a method now used in optics to Taylor expand quasi-

paraxial beams, known as the Foldy–Wouthuysen (“VOUT-high-sen”) transformation. This equation predicts 

rapid velocity fluctuations even in free space, a phenomenon called Zitterbewegung (“Zitter-BAY-ve-gung”). 

A change of basis that makes the solutions to this equation real describes particles that are their own 

antiparticle in the (*) Majorana (“mah-yo-RAH-nah”) representation. This equation can be written “i d-slash psi 

equals m psi.” The failure of this equation to predict the Lamb shift led to the development of QED. This equation’s 

“sea” of negative energy solutions were confirmed four years later by Carl Anderson’s discovery of the positron. For 

10 points, name this relativistic extension of the Schrödinger equation named for a British physicist. 

ANSWER: Dirac equation 

<KY/JF, Physics> 

 

6. In Jean-Luc Godard’s Passion, shots of a tableaux vivant recreation of this painting are interspersed with 

shots of Isabelle working in a factory. In 2019, a glass cube was constructed around this painting so that it 

could be restored while on display. In 2021, neural networks were used to recreate portions of this painting 

that were trimmed away to make it fit between two columns. Symbols in this painting include (*) oak leaves 

on a helmet and the claws of a dead chicken that hangs from a small woman’s belt. This painting’s central figure 

wears a red sash and large, frilly white collar and gestures forward with a foreshortened left hand. For 10 points, 

name this shadowy Rembrandt group portrait of a military company. 

ANSWER: The Night Watch [or The Shooting Company of Captain Frans Banning Cocq and Willem van 

Ruytenburch; or De Nachtwacht] 

<AK, Visual Arts> 

 

7. This place “is discovered” in an enigmatic direction that follows a throne being raised off the stage. This 

place has “no limits” according to a character who notes “why, this is [this place], nor am I out of it.” The 

first interlude about the stable boys Robin and Dick was inserted after a scene in which a piper accompanies 

seven residents of this place as they parade before the protagonist. After a clock strikes twelve, a man vows, 

“I’ll burn my books!” as residents of this place approach. (*) Valdes and Cornelius advise the protagonist on 

contacting one of this place’s residents. After that figure from this place summons Helen of Troy, the title character 

asks, “Was this the face that launch’d a thousand ships?” For 10 points, name this home of Mephistopheles in 

Christopher Marlowe’s play Doctor Faustus. 

ANSWER: hell 

<JB, British Literature> 

 

8. American soldier Andrew S. Rowan carried a message to a general who was fighting for this cause, as 

described in a widely-published essay by Elbert Hubbard. An abolitionist leader of this cause was declared 

“president of [his country] in arms” after a pronouncement made from the town of Yara. The general Calixto 

García fought for this cause in the 19th-century (*) Little War and Ten Years’ War. A steamboat transporting 

armed men for this cause was captured in the Virginius Affair. Civilians suspected of aiding this cause were 

“reconcentrated” into overcrowded cultivation zones under Governor Valeriano “Butcher” Weyler. For 10 points, 

the US intervened to support what cause after the sinking of the USS Maine, which was achieved when a colony 

became self-governing after the Spanish-American War? 

ANSWER: Cuban independence from Spain [prompt on Cuban revolt or Ten Years’ War or Little War or Spanish-

American War by asking “for what political goal?”, reject “Cuban Revolution”] 

<AL, World History> 



 

 

9. “Trajectories” of this process were first graphed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, who described 

“awareness contexts” for this process in a book that founded grounded theory. Judges exposed to the 

“salience” of this process set higher bail amounts in an early experiment testing the TMT paradigm. 

Pioneering institutions for aiding people undergoing this process were founded by Florence Wald and Cicely 

Saunders. It’s not (*) “grief,” but Elisabeth Kübler-Ross introduced her five stage model in a book titled for this 

process, which is allowed by DNI and DNR orders. Many studies have concluded that this process is not hastened 

by palliative opioid doses. For 10 points, name this process typically undergone at the end of hospice care. 

ANSWER: death [or dying or equivalents like mortality or passing away; accept preparing to die or equivalents; 

accept end-of-life care or terminal illness; accept death trajectories or Awareness of Dying or mortality salience; 

prompt on hospice care until “hospice” is read] (TMT is Terror Management Theory) 

<EK, Social Science> 

 

10. Topological spaces of this name have unique paths formed by lifting. Maps of this name take fibers in a 

“stack of pancakes” structure to any neighborhood in their base space. For a given shape, the number of open 

balls in a set of this name increases proportionally to radius raised to minus the Hausdorff dimension. Every 

point on the circle can be assigned a number because the real line is a “universal” collection of this name for 

the (*) circle. The ability to refine a collection with this name into a finite subset with the same properties defines a 

compact space. This name is used for groups of sets whose union contains another set. For 10 points, give this name 

used for collections of sets that lie over the entirety of another set. 

ANSWER: covers [or covering; accept covering spaces, covering maps, covering dimension, or finite subcovers] 

<KY, Other Science> 

 

11. During this observance, participants carry a replica of a severed head around structures symbolizing 

Mount Sumeru, imitating the filial piety of Kabinlaphom’s daughters. During this sort of observance, bits of 

pine, bamboo, and plum trees are combined to create a kadomatsu. The traditional gifting of towels or soap to 

elders has evolved into massive public water gun fights in a Thai type of this observance, Songkran. Honey is 

smeared on a statue’s lips to bribe Zào Jūn (“dzao jwin”), the (*) Kitchen God, during an event of this type that 

also features rigorous housecleaning. In the world’s largest annual migration, Chūnyùn, travelers return home to 
celebrate this festival. Children receive red envelopes of money on, for 10 points, China’s holiday of what type, 

which in 2022 marked the start of the tiger zodiac sign? 

ANSWER: New Year [accept Lunar New Year or Chinese New Year or Chūnjié; accept Pi Mai; accept Po shui 

Jie; accept Songkran until read; prompt on the Spring Festival] 

<JK, Religion> 

 

12. This technique can be performed using a glass stir bar coated in polydimethylsiloxane (“poly-di-methyl-si-

lox-ane”) as part of preparation for headspace GC. A fast variant of this technique that is sensitive enough to 

quantify flavor molecules draws vapor into a syringe containing a single coated fiber. When this technique 

involves adsorption and desorption to a solid phase, it can be compared to the standard (*) octanol/water 

system by applying a constant of proportionality to the partition coefficient. The glassware used for a form of this 

technique is shaped like a pear and has a stopcock for removing the denser of two immiscible liquids. A separatory 

funnel is used in, for 10 points, what purification technique that pulls compounds to a phase with greater solubility? 

ANSWER: extraction [accept liquid-liquid extraction or (PDMS stir bar) sorptive extraction or headspace solid-

phase microextraction; prompt on PDMS SBSE or HS-SPME or or LLE; prompt on adsorption until read by asking 

“what technique is that used for?”; prompt on separation until read] 

<KW, Chemistry> 

 

13. In a story, a creator of these objects has “a passion for familiar faces,” such as that of the Jewish girl Elka. 

The narrator hears of Jesus’s marriage to Deborah from Pan Apolek, the title craftsman of that Isaac Babel 



 

story. According to the Doctrine of Addai, the first of these objects was received after Abgar V of Osroene sent 

a letter requesting healing. That example of these objects, sometimes credited for the defense of Edessa from 

a CE 544 siege, is the (*) “Mandylion.” In a film, Kirill accepts an apprenticeship in creating these objects, only for 

Theophanes the Greek to rescind the offer. The title character of that Andrei Tarkovsky film produced examples of 

these objects such as The Trinity. For 10 points, Andrei Rublev painted what religious images of the Eastern 

Orthodox tradition? 

ANSWER: icons [prompt on religious images or or Image of Edessa or Mandylion until each is read; prompt on 

paintings or artworks] 

<WW, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

14. A character in this novel declares that “the only truths that are useful are instruments to be thrown 

away” in an anachronistic reference to Wittgenstein’s ladder. In this novel, a character tells the story of how 

the ideal of poverty advocated by the Franciscans was twisted by a heretic preacher named Fra Dolcino. A 

character in this novel denies the possibility that Christ laughed during a debate over whether laughter is 

sinful. In this novel, a character sets a (*) library on fire while he eats the poisoned pages of the second book of 

Aristotle’s Poetics. That character in this novel is the blind monk Jorge of Burgos. For 10 points, William of 

Baskerville and Adso of Melk investigate a series of murders in a monastery in what novel by Umberto Eco? 

ANSWER: The Name of the Rose [or Il nome della rosa] 

<AFa, European Literature> 

 

15. It’s not the eyes, but a test that assesses a function of this structure is interpreted with the mnemonic 

COWS. That test, which involves changing the temperature of a potassium-rich fluid in this structure and 

observing the resulting nystagmus, is the caloric reflex test. This structure contains a gelatinous mass called 

the cupula. Within this structure, shifting of calcium carbonate crystals called otoconia is sensed by the 

saccule and utricle. (*) Endolymph overproduction can cause dysfunction in this structure, which can lead to 

Ménière’s disease. This structure transmits signals to the eighth cranial nerve following stimulation of hair cells 

located on the organ of Corti. For 10 points, the cochlea converts acoustic waves to electrical signals in what most 

interior part of the ear? 

ANSWER: inner ear [or internal ear or auris interna; accept inner or internal  alone after “ear” is read; accept 

cochlea; accept semicircular canals; accept organ of Corti until read; prompt on ear by asking “which part of the 

ear?”; prompt on vestibular system or auditory system by asking “signals for that system originate in what physical 

structure?”] 

<RC, Biology> 

 

16. In the last of six listed principles, the preface to an anthology of this movement’s works claims that its 

poets “believe that concentration is the very essence of poetry.” A poem from this movement describes objects 

that are caught among “drift flung by the sea and grated shells” and called an “amber husk fluted with gold.” 

The speaker of a poem from this movement imagines the “aching, melting, unafraid” embrace of her lover 

after describing how her “passion wars against the (*) stiff brocade” she wears. A poem from this movement 

asks the sea to “splash your great pines on our rocks” and “whirl up.” Poems from this movement include “Oread” 

(“OR-ree-ad”) and one that exclaims, “Christ! What are patterns for?” For 10 points, H.D. and Amy Lowell were 

part of what poetic movement founded by Ezra Pound? 

ANSWER: Imagism [or Imagist(e) poetry or Imagistes; prompt on Amygism] (The anthology is Some Imagist 

Poets. The second line refers to “Sea Poppies” by H.D.) 

<RC, American Literature> 

 

17. David Lyon, who founded a field of “studies” of this practice, argues it is a means of “social sorting.” The 

“rendition” of experiences into data in this practice’s namesake age of capitalism is the subject of a 2019 

Shoshana Zuboff book. Theorists of “Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design” advocate a 



 

“natural” form of this practice that draws on Jane Jacobs. Alan Sheridan translated this word’s French 

cognate as “Discipline” in the title of (*) Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish, which compares the modern 

state’s use of this practice to a structure imagined by Jeremy Bentham. In the US, warrants for this practice are 

obtained from a secret court created in 1978 by the passage of FISA (“FYE-zuh”). For 10 points, CCTV cameras are 

used for the “mass” form of what type of monitoring? 

ANSWER: surveillance [accept word forms of surveil; accept mass surveillance or natural surveillance; accept 

The Age of Surveillance Capitalism or Surveiller et punir; prompt on more general answers like looking, watching, 

spying, surveying, or monitoring; prompt on wiretapping; prompt on policing] 

<JB, Social Science> 

 

18. In this modern-day country, folded and segmented glass beads were made at the emporium of Māntai 
after a period of “megalithic graffiti.” Residents of an ancient city in this country paid a “water tax” to access 

communal reservoirs like the Kala Wewa. This country’s brick Dakkhina tomb commemorated the foreign 

prince Ellāḷaṉ (“yell-LAH-lun”), whose rule was halted by King Dutugamunu, according to the epic chronicle 

the (*) Mahāvaṃsa. A hospital stood under this country’s Mihintale Peak, where King Tissa was supposedly 

converted by the arhat Mahinda. At the Fourth Buddhist Council, the Pāli Canon was written on palm leaves in this 
country’s Kingdom of Anurādhapura, which guarded a Theravāda relic at the Temple of the Tooth in Kandy. For 10 
points, what island country was settled by the Sinhalese and Tamils? 

ANSWER: Sri Lanka [accept Ceylon; or Śrī Laṅkā Prajātāntrika Samājavādī Janarajaya or Ilaṅgai Jaṉanāyaka 
Sōsalisak Kuḍiyarasu; accept Eelam; accept Taprobane or Tambapanni] 

<AL, Other History> 

 

19. This musician included the sound of drinking glasses being broken and the subsequent debris being swept 

away in the song “Turtle Blues.” To support protests during the civil rights movement, this musician changed 

the original lyrics in her cover of “Summertime” to include 41 repetitions of the word “no” in its final refrain. 

This musician, who released the album Cheap Thrills with (*) Big Brother and the Holding Company, 

proclaimed on her posthumously-released cover of a Kris Kristofferson song that “freedom is just another word for 

nothing left to lose.” Fellow Woodstock headliner Jimi Hendrix coincidentally died about two weeks after and at the 

same age as this musician, catalyzing early superstitions about the “27 Club.” For 10 points, name this blues legend 

who famously covered “Me and Bobby McGee.” 

ANSWER: Janis Joplin 

<WJ, Auditory Arts> 

 

20. A 2003 book on this organization by the Australian author Anna Funder placed ads to find former 

members of it, including an officer in its Felix Dzerzhinsky (“jayr-ZHIN-skee”) regiment. This organization 

collected thousands of airtight jars of odors that could then be sniffed out by trained dogs. This organization 

employed over 100,000 “IMs” that aided with implementing its psychological technique of “decomposition.” 

The (*) Socialist Unity Party ordered this organization to implement “Plan X” during the Peaceful Revolution. This 

organization was led for most of its 40-year existence by Erich Mielke. The revelation that Günter Guillaume was 

working for this organization led to the downfall of Willy Brandt’s government. For 10 points, name this secret 

police of East Germany. 

ANSWER: Stasi [or Ministry for State Security or Ministerium für Staatssicherheit or MfS or State Security 

Service or Staatssicherheitsdienst, prompt on East German secret police or similar descriptions, prompt on East 

German government] 

<CS, European History>  



 

Bonuses 

 

1. Answer the following about heterosexuals during the HIV/AIDS epidemic, for 10 points each. 

[10h] Many Americans were unsympathetic to people with AIDS until the media highlighted “innocent victims” like 

this teenage Indiana hemophiliac, whose namesake 1990 “CARE Act” funded treatments like AZT. 

ANSWER: Ryan White [or Ryan Wayne White; accept Ryan White CARE Act or Ryan White Comprehensive 

AIDS Resources Emergency Act] 

[10e] Alia Volz’s memoir Home Baked recounts her mother providing this product to San Francisco AIDS patients. 

AIDS activist “Brownie Mary” helped found the first dispensary for this illicit product in the US. 

ANSWER: medical marijuana [or cannabis or weed or pot; or 4/20; or other slang terms; accept edibles; accept 

San Francisco Cannabis Buyers Club; prompt on generic answers like drugs or dope] 

[10m] Many HIV-positive people turned to “New Thought” leaders like “Hay Ride” creator Louise Hay and this 

leader of Project Angel Food. She extolled Helen Schucman’s Course in Miracles in spiritual books like A Return to 

Love. 

ANSWER: Marianne Williamson [or Marianne Deborah Williamson] 

<NJ, American History> 

 

2. In the book African Religions & Philosophy, John Mbiti described an ontology in which these beings gradually 

move from sasa, or “Micro-Time,” to zamani, or “Macro-Time.” For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name these figures, the dedicatees of elaborate ofrendas on a Mexican holiday celebrated on November 1st. 

ANSWER: the dead [or spirits; accept ancestors; or los muertos] 

[10m] Mbiti argues that this practice signals “fellowship” with the dead, not “ancestor worship.” In the Twi 

(“chwee”) people’s Adae Festival, Kaiser Schnapps are a popular choice for this general religious practice of 

pouring liquid on the earth. 

ANSWER: libations 

[10h] Mbiti illustrates the sasa and zamani scales with a chart of verbs from Kamba and this other language. A 1938 

book by a native speaker of this language translates prayers that are offered to the distant god Ngai under fig trees. 

ANSWER: Kikuyu [or Gikuyu] (Jomo Kenyatta described Kikuyu religion in Facing Mount Kenya) 

<JB, Religion> 

 

3. A Julia Alvarez poem titled for this concept lists “Faith Chaney, Lulú Pérez, Sunghee Chen” as “people who’ll 
swear [this concept] has never done / a thing for them.” For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this concept. That Alvarez poem takes its title from the speaker’s claim that this concept “makes 

nothing happen: it survives / In the valley of its making” in the elegy “In Memory of W. B. Yeats.” 

ANSWER: poetry [or word forms; accept “for poetry makes nothing happen”] 

[10e] This poet declared, “Poetry makes nothing happen” and proclaimed, “We must love one another and die” in 

the poem “September 1, 1939.” 

ANSWER: W. H. Auden [or Wystan Hugh Auden] 

[10m] This author of the poem “Audenesque” echoed his ideas in declaring, “No lyric has ever stopped a tank.” A 

poem by this author describes his brother’s dead body in “a four-foot box, a foot for every year.” 

ANSWER: Seamus Heaney (“SHAY-muss HEE-nee”) [or Seamus Justin Heaney] (The quote is from his essay 

“The Government of the Tongue.” The poem is “Mid-Term Break.”) 

<CM, British Literature> 

 

4. Answer the following about articles on the relationship between human capital and population growth in 

European history, for 10 points each. 

[10e] A 2014 paper by Cantoni and Yuchtman identifies the effect of these places on population growth using a 

shock induced by the 1386 Papal Schism. The first of these places in Europe was founded in Bologna in 1088. 



 

ANSWER: universities [accept colleges; accept University of Bologna or Università di Bologna; prompt on 

schools] 

[10m] A 2011 paper by Dittmar uses distance from this city as an instrumental variable for adoption of the printing 

press, which is shown to increase population growth. Johannes Gutenberg produced his Bible in this German city. 

ANSWER: Mainz 

[10h] A 2015 paper by Squicciarini and Voigtländer shows that readership of this text predicts city growth during 

the Industrial Revolution. A “figurative system” of human knowledge is depicted in this text's “Preliminary 

Discourse.” 

ANSWER: Diderot’s Encyclopédie [or Encyclopedia] 

<CS, European History> 

 

5. Papers submitted to this journal may have a box from inaugural editor John H. Clark describing how a reaction 

evolves fewer hazardous gases or allows recovery of catalysts. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this journal published by the Royal Society of Chemistry. Paul Anastas is on the advisory board of this 

journal, which is named for a field he co-founded with John Warner that has atom economy as a principle. 

ANSWER: Green Chemistry 

[10h] An important green practice is processing these materials to retrieve any catalyst leached in. An abundance of 

exposed hydroxide groups on these materials allows them to bind catalysts and increase their availability. 

ANSWER: catalytic supports [or catalyst supports; accept catalytic carriers] 

[10e] Monsanto won the EPA’s Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge for removing this poisonous nitrile from 

the preparation of Roundup. This anion disrupts the electron transfer chain and has a nitrogen triple-bonded to 

carbon. 

ANSWER: hydrogen cyanide [or HCN; or prussic acid] 

<KW, Chemistry> 

 

6. Answer the following about European cities other than Rome that claim to be founded on seven hills, for 10 

points each. 

[10e] This former capital was built on seven hills, each of which was originally the location of a major religious 

building. This city’s first hill now contains its Topkapı Palace, which overlooks the Bosporus. 
ANSWER: Istanbul [accept Constantinople or Byzantium] 

[10m] This European capital also claims to have been built on seven hills, which can be traversed by its network of 

yellow trams. In the 18th century, many of this city’s buildings were reconstructed in the Pombaline style. 

ANSWER: Lisbon [or Lisboa] 

[10h] This Scandinavian city was not built on seven hills, but instead between seven mountains on Vågen (VOH-

gun”) harbor. The neighborhood surrounding this city’s harbor, the Bryggen, once housed a kontor of the Hanseatic 

League. 

ANSWER: Bergen, Norway 

<JI, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

7. Hans Kelsen’s widely-copied constitution for interwar Austria introduced a special court for implementing this 

doctrine. For 10 points each. 

[10e] Name this doctrine that the US adopted in Marbury v. Madison. This doctrine allows judges to strike down 

unconstitutional laws. 

ANSWER: judicial review [or constitutional review; prompt on strict scrutiny or intermediate scrutiny] 

[10h] Kelsen’s “pure theory of law” defines these concepts as “schemes of interpretation” that derive their validity 

from “basic” ones. They’re not “values,” but Jürgen Habermas applied the “discourse principle” to these concepts in 

a book titled “Between Facts and [these concepts].” 

ANSWER: norms [accept Between Facts and Norms or Faktizität und Geltung] 



 

[10m] Like H.L.A. Hart, Kelsen belonged to this school of thought, which treats law as a social fact and opposes 

natural law theory. The term “sociology” was coined by the 19th-century founder of a larger paradigm of this name.  

ANSWER: legal positivism [accept positivist thought or positive law; accept positivisme] (Positivism was founded 

by Auguste Comte) 

<SH, Social Science> 

 

8. In one fairy tale, the king learns a girl is actually a princess when he hears her complaining to an iron stove that 

her maid forced her to switch identities and work in a menial job guarding these animals. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this type of animal. In another fairy tale, a normally sad princess bursts into laughter after seeing a 

parade of people stuck to one of these animals, which the protagonist had found within the roots of a tree. 

ANSWER: geese [accept “The Golden Goose” or “The Goose Girl” or Die Gänsemagd; prompt on birds] 

[10e] In a variant on this fairy tale, Lisa confesses her identity as the baron's niece to a doll. An evil queen in this 

fairy tale learns from her mirror that the title character is more beautiful. 

ANSWER: “Snow White” [or Schneewittchen; prompt on “The Young Slave” or La schiavetta, which is the 

variant by Giambattista Basile] 

[10m] In a Portuguese fairy tale, a girl born in one of these places tells her talisman she is the prince’s niece. With 

the help of the maid Martha, Mary and her wheelchair-using cousin Colin find one of these places in a novel. 

ANSWER: gardens (The fairy tale is “The Maiden with the Rose on her Forehead.” The novel is The Secret 

Garden.) 

<CM, European Literature> 

 

9. Nick Barton developed a model of a type of selection described by this adjective that is dominated by directional 

selection far from the trait optimum and stabilizing selection near the optimum. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this adjective that also describes a quantity equal to the sum over loci of “effect size times number of 

variant alleles”, which can be used to predict disease risk. 

ANSWER: polygenic [accept polygenic selection; accept polygenic (risk) score; prompt on PRS] 

[10e] The strongest signal of non-polygenic selection at a single locus is found in regulatory regions in the gene 

coding for this enzyme. This enzyme breaks down the primary sugar that makes people unable to drink milk. 

ANSWER: lactase [accept LCT gene] 

[10m] Polygenicity, in which a trait is influenced by multiple genes, can be thought of as the inverse of this 

property, in which a single gene has multiple ostensibly unrelated phenotypic effects. 

ANSWER: pleiotropy [accept word forms] 

<AF, Biology> 

 

10. Answer the following about arrangements of Johann Sebastian Bach’s music, for 10 points each. 

[10m] This American composer performed Bach pieces on a Moog (“mohg”) synthesizer on her album Switched-On 

Bach, as well as on her albums The Well-Tempered Synthesizer and Switched-On Brandenburgs. 

ANSWER: Wendy Carlos 

[10h] The Canadian Brass popularized an arrangement of this G minor organ piece, which was performed on 

synthesizer by Leonard Bernstein at the “Bach Transmogrified” Young People’s Concert. This piece’s theme begins 

with the melody “G, D, long B-flat [pause], A, G, B-flat, A, G, F-sharp, A, low D.” 

ANSWER: “Little” Fugue in G minor [accept BWV 578; prompt on Fugue in G minor] 

[10e] Anton Webern’s orchestration of this collection’s Ricercar (“ree-CHAIR-car”) a 6 is a notable example of the 

Klangfarbenmelodie style. This collection was based on a theme given to Bach by Frederick the Great. 

ANSWER: The Musical Offering [or Das Musikalische Opfer or Musikalisches Opfer; accept BWV 1079] 

<SL, Auditory Arts> 

 

11. In Worlds in Collision, Immanuel Velikovsky uses Euripides’s account of this event as evidence of a prehistoric 

catastrophe involving the planet Venus. For 10 points each: 



 

[10h] Name this violation of the laws of nature that Zeus ordered in order to force Thyestes to give the kingdom of 

Mycenae back to Atreus. 

ANSWER: the sun moving backwards across the sky [accept anything indicating a reversal of the movement or 

rotation of the sun] 

[10m] Euripides credits this goddess with performing the reversal. Malaclypse the Younger and Lord Omar 

developed a religion centered on this daughter of Nyx, who crashed the wedding of Peleus and Thetis. 

ANSWER: Eris [accept Strife or Discordia; accept Discordianism] 

[10e] Thyestes had earlier taken the throne by tricking Atreus into a contest to find one of these animals. Jason and 

the Argonauts traveled to Colchis in search of the hide of one of these animals. 

ANSWER: golden sheep [or sheep with golden fleeces or wool; accept rams, lambs, or ewes in place of “sheep”; 

prompt on lambs, sheep, rams, or ewes by asking “of what color?”] 

<JB, Mythology> 

 

12. After failing to use this object, a character in a play who “[chases] hellhounds” is left “bare and exposed to a 

frightful realization.” For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this object. At Troy Maxson’s funeral, a mentally handicapped character who believes he’s an 

archangel attempts to use this object to open the gates of heaven. 

ANSWER: Gabriel Maxson’s trumpet [accept the trumpet from Fences] 

[10e] Gabriel tries to open the gates of Heaven with his trumpet in this author’s play Fences, which is part of this 

author’s Pittsburgh Cycle. 

ANSWER: August Wilson 

[10h] In Wilson’s play Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, the trumpeter Levee makes out with Dussie Mae during a 

recording session delay caused by Irvin forgetting to bring this item. The session starts when Slow Drag and 

Sylvester return with this item. 

ANSWER: a Coca-Cola [or Coke; prompt on soft drink or pop or soda] 

<RC, American Literature> 

 

13. When an Olympic athlete from this region named Polychares accused a herdsman of stealing cattle, he sparked a 

protracted war that culminated in its inhabitants seeking refuge on Mount Ithome. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this Peloponnesian region that fought three wars, including two in the Archaic Period, with a 

neighboring polis. Demand for this region’s fertile land, or kleroi, likely helped cause the first of those conflicts. 

ANSWER: Messenia [accept Messenians or Messenian Wars; reject “Messene”] 

[10e] Many subjugated Messenians and their Laconian neighbors later became these enslaved people. A 464 BCE 

earthquake prompted many of these people to rebel against Spartan authority in the Third Messenian War. 

ANSWER: helots 

[10m] Most details of the First Messenian War come from a 2nd-century CE geographer with this name who wrote 

Description of Greece. A Spartan general with this name led Greek forces to victory against the Persians at Plataea. 

ANSWER: Pausanias 

<AL, Other History> 

 

14. A museum designed by Oscar Niemeyer in the city of Niterói is nicknamed for this sort of vehicle, which 

inspired dozens of prefab houses built by Matti Suuronen. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this sort of vehicle that inspired “populuxe” architecture of the 1950s, such as the Theme Building. The 

deck of a tower built for the 1962 World’s Fair is modeled on this sort of vehicle. 

ANSWER: flying saucers [or flying discs; or UFOs or unidentified flying objects; accept spaceships or 

spacecrafts] (Suuronen’s houses are called “Futuro” pods) 

[10h] The Seattle Space Needle is an example of this futuristic architectural style that used motifs like starbursts and 

UFOs. The Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas sign is in this style, which is named for a coffeeshop in Hollywood. 

ANSWER: Googie architecture [accept Googie’s Coffee Shop; reject “Google architecture”] 



 

[10e] The Theme Building is part of one of these complexes in Los Angeles. Eero Saarinen designed the TWA 

terminal for one of these places named for John F. Kennedy. 

ANSWER: airports [or international airports; or airfields] 

<EM, Other Arts> 

 

15. In 2021, the LHCb team announced that one of these particles decays into a kaon, a muon, and an antimuon 

slightly more often than into a kaon, an electron, and a positron, in violation of the Standard Model. For 10 points 

each: 

[10h] Name this class of composite particles whose other unusual decay modes are studied by experiments like the 

Belle II collaboration. They are produced in namesake “factories” such as SuperKEKB. 

ANSWER: B mesons [accept neutral, charged, or strange B mesons; accept B hadrons; prompt on B-factories; 

prompt on mesons or hadrons] 

[10m] The CDF collaboration at Fermilab discovered that B mesons change this property three trillion times per 

second. The apparent deficit in the solar production of another particle was explained by their fluctuations in this 

property. 

ANSWER: flavor [accept flavor oscillations; accept flavor quantum number] 

[10e] Flavor oscillation of these particles explained their “solar deficit problem,” but required physicists to accept 

that these neutral leptons do, in fact, have non-zero mass. 

ANSWER: neutrinos [accept electron, muon, or tau neutrinos] 

<AF, Physics> 

 

16. A coup d’état in this country ousted a leader protected by a “Group of Personal Friends” from Cuba. For 10 

points each:  

[10m] Name this country whose DINA secret police force killed the exiled General Carlos Prats and former 

ambassador to the US Orlando Letelier in car bombings as part of Operation Condor after that coup. 

ANSWER: Chile [or Republic of Chile or República de Chile] 

[10h] This musician was killed in the Estadio Chile, which was later named for him, after the 1973 Chilean coup 

d’état. This musician’s politically charged music led the Nueva Canción movement. 

ANSWER: Víctor Jara [or Víctor Lidio Jara Martínez] 

[10e] Jara was a supporter of this socialist president of Chile, for whom he wrote a version of the song 

“Venceremos.” This socialist president was overthrown by Augusto Pinochet. 

ANSWER: Salvador Allende [or Salvador Guillermo Allende Gossens] 

<JI, World History> 

 

17. Décollements can form in layers of weaker sedimentary rocks due to this kind of motion. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this kind of motion, which produces nappes. Belts of this kind of convergent motion do not cause 

subduction because it typically affects continental plates of equivalent densities. 

ANSWER: thrusting [accept contractional tectonics, thrust faults, thrust sheets, or thrust belts; prompt on 

orogeny, compression, deformation, folding, or plate tectonics] 

[10e] Thrust tectonics formed this subrange of the Alps, which names the middle period of the Mesozoic. 

ANSWER: Jura Mountains [accept Jurassic Period] 

[10h] The Juras thrust over a layer of this kind of mineral, which is formed in a series that often terminates with 

sylvite. Formations of this kind of mineral are extremely incompetent and form several layers in the Mediterranean. 

ANSWER: marine evaporites [accept evaporated salts or minerals; prompt on salts or halite with “how were they 

formed?”; prompt on water-soluble] 

<KW, Other Science> 

 

18. Answer the following about Book III, Part II of David Hume’s A Treatise of Human Nature, for 10 points each. 



 

[10e] Hume investigates how artificial ideas like “succession” came to define this institution. John Locke claimed 

that we have a natural right to life, liberty, and this institution, whose “private” type often involves owning land. 

ANSWER: private property 

[10h] Hume claims that the idea of justice arises from this concept, which he differentiates from promises and 

illustrates with two men rowing a boat. Hume inspired a David Lewis book titled for this concept that models social 

situations as “coordination problems.” 

ANSWER: social convention [prompt on agreement or artifice] 

[10m] John Rawls’s “Two Concepts of [these things]” builds on Hume’s distinction between justifying a practice 

and justifying an act “falling under it.” These things name a type of utilitarianism contrasted with “act 

utilitarianism.” 

ANSWER: rules [accept rule utilitarianism; accept “Two Concepts of Rules”] 

<JB, Philosophy> 

 

19. In Suhayl Saadi’s novel Psychoraag, radio DJ Zaf blends Pakistani and Indian traditional music with this 

country’s rock music to celebrate his last broadcast. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this country where the protagonists of The Satanic Verses arrive after a plane accident. Nazneen 

embraces rock music after immigrating to this country from Bangladesh in the novel Brick Lane. 

ANSWER: United Kingdom [or UK; accept England; accept Scotland or Alba; accept Great Britain] 

[10h] This author wrote about a son of Pakistani immigrants who idolizes Prince in The Black Album. In a novel by 

this author, the protagonist’s yoga teacher father has sex with Eva, whose son Charlie becomes a punk rock star. 

ANSWER: Hanif Kureishi (The novel is The Buddha of Suburbia.) 

[10m] The rock star Ormus Cama writes the title song after the death of his wife Vina Apsara in this Salman 

Rushdie novel, which retells the Orpheus and Eurydice myth. 

ANSWER: The Ground Beneath Her Feet 

<ASub, World Literature> 

 

20. In January 2022, the French government restored this painter’s Roses Under the Trees from the French national 

collections to the Stiasny family, who had sold it under duress during Nazi rule. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this Austrian painter, whose first portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer, which exemplified his heavy use of 

gold leaf, was also stolen by the Nazis. 

ANSWER: Gustav Klimt 

[10m] Specific term required. Those restitutions are part of a worldwide effort to identify unethically sourced works 

by examining this sort of record of a work’s ownership, used to trace an object’s chain of custody. 

ANSWER: provenance 

[10h] The Vugesta, a Viennese Nazi looting organization, also seized several works by this Austrian expressionist 

painter and student of Klimt, including a portrait of his muse “Wally” Neuzil. 

ANSWER: Egon Schiele (“SHEE-luh”) [or Egon Leo Adolf Ludwig Schiele] 

<DC, Visual Arts> 

 


